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About us and the Newsletter 
 
The Study Circle is a loose group of persons who are interested in the postal (and general) 
history of the area known as Kárpátalja in Hungarian, as Podkarpatská Rus during the First 
Czechoslovak Republic, which had a short day of independence as Carpatho Ukraine, and later 
was integrated into the Ukrainian SSR in the Soviet Union as the ‘Zakarpatskaja Oblast’. Since 
1991 it is ЗАКАРПАТТЯ, the westernmost administrative district in the Ukraine. 
 
The Newsletter came out of a meeting of a few collectors during the PRAHA 2008, its first 
number appeared in November 2008. Now, one year later, we are at number #008 – this high 
output is rather unexpected. But even if we slow down a bit, our Newsletter is carried by a 
stable group of some ten authors and, as we can see from the numbers at the DocStoc web site, 
is read by more than hundred people. 
 
Change in distribution method 
 
With the (much appreciated !) help of John Lechtanski we have found a public place where we 
can store all issues of our Newsletter – at no cost which is even better than expected. 
 
Since #006 you can view and download each issue (including the “old” ones) from the Web 
address: 

http://www.docstoc.com/collection/128/The-Sub-Carpathian-Messenger 

For downloading you will need to register with DocStoc which again is free of charge. If you 
encounter some problems with access to the mentioned web site, please let us know. 
 
For those who have no Internet access and/or no e-mail, the distribution method will stay the 
same: you will receive a colour print-out by air/surface mail as you did in the past. 
 
Everybody can freely access the uploaded numbers of the Newsletter but the notification service 
for new numbers will be limited to the members of the Study Circle. So joining us still has some 
advantage. 
 
We send our warm welcome to the new members Mervyn Benford (United Kingdom) and Czirók 
Dénes (Hungary). 
 
Rules and Regulations 
 
All articles in the Newsletter carrying the name of an author are the sole responsibility of this 
author and should not be taken to represent the common opinion of the Study Circle. Such 
articles are, if not marked otherwise, copyrighted by the respective author. Free use within the 
Study Circle is granted. 
 
Participation in the Study Circle is not bound to a formal membership and does not include the 
duty to pay a membership fee. There is a moral obligation to support the Newsletter from time 
to time by sending some article, some interesting piece of information, some question, some 
answer or whatever. 
 
We will “print” everything even only loosely connected with our subject of interest so any 
contribution is certainly welcome. Please send it (as Word 2003 document, graphical elements in 
JPEG, 300 dpi) to our editor’s e-mail address (kb@aatc.at). His postal address, if you would need 
it, is: 
 
Dr. Helmut Kobelbauer, Untergrossau 81, A-8261 Sinabelkirchen, Austria / Europe 
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Helmut Kobelbauer 
Members of the Study Circle — The First Year 
 
The following list gives the 37 current members of our Study Circle: 
 
Name Town (/ State) Country Contributions 
Roger L. ACQUISTAPACE Santa Rosa, CA United States of America  
Miroslav BACHRATÝ Bratislava Slovakia Scan for #006; e-mails 
Mervyn BENFORD Oxford United Kingdom #003 
Dr. Cristian CAMARTIN Unterwaz Switzerland  
Jay T. CARRIGAN Hendersonville, NC United States of America e-mails 
Tom COSSABOOM Prescott, AZ United States of America  
Andrew CRONIN Toronto Canada e-mails 
Peter CYBINIAK Leeds United Kingdom Information 
CZIRÓK Dénes Zalaegerszeg Hungary  
Rex A. DIXON Maidenhead United Kingdom Information; #002 
Roman DUBYNIAK Leeds United Kingdom Information 
Harold FORD Stone Mountain, GA United States of America  
GIDÓFALVY Péter Nyírtelek Hungary  
David HOLT Haywards Heath United Kingdom #002 
Otto HORNUNG London United Kingdom Honorary Member; 

Information; #005 
Savoy HORVATH Readstown, WI United States of America e-mails; #008 
Alexander IVAKHNO Dnipropetrovsk Ukraine  
JÁKAB András Budapest Hungary #007 
Martin JURKOVIČ Bratislava Slovakia #008 
Dr. Helmut KOBELBAUER Sinabelkirchen Austria Editor; a few articles 
Bob KOCHTUBAJDA Devon Canada  
Paul KRAUS Tel-Aviv Israel Information 
Dr. Ingert KUZYCH Springfield, VA United States of America  
Seppo LAAKSONEN Helsinki Finland #007 
John LECHTANSKI Brooklyn, NY United States of America Help with web site 
Dr. Alexander MALYCKY Calgary Canada #005 
Jerry MARKEWICH Saskatoon Canada  
Dipl.Ing. NAGY Gábor Miskolc Hungary Translations; #005 
Tønnes ORE Oslo Norway #002, #004, #005, #007 
Dr. Ing. Juan E. PAGE Alcorcón Spain #002, #005 
Alex POPOVYCH Huklive Ukraine Information; #008 
Drs. Jan A. ROMPES Paphos Cyprus #003, #007 
Michael SHULEWSKY Kensington, CT United States of America  
Jim SIMON ? United States of America  
Ctibor SOBOTKA Tiel The Netherlands  
Ing. Jan VERLEG Rijswijk The Netherlands Baseline Monography; 

#002, #004, #007 
Dr. Michal ZIKA Bratislava Slovakia  

 

Additionally I want to thank Mag. Karl ENDRÖDI, president of the Arbeitsgemeinschaft Ungarn, 
for much appreciated generous help. And, of course, Tønnes ORE for perfect and regular service 
in correcting and improving my SCM dry runs ... 
 
As you can see, most of the members have been supportive in one way or the other – if by 
chance you find your „contributions“ cell empty, you are invited to change that! 
 
We are proud of our Gold medal winners in recent international exhibitions: 
Otto HORNUNG (large gold, Vienna, 2008), Tønnes ORE (gold, Sofia, 2009), and Jan VERLEG 
(gold, Prague, 2008). Continue the good work, please. 
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Helmut Kobelbauer 
ebay: Incredible prices for unusual Carpatho Ukraine items 
 
During the last summer, a large number of items from the Carpatho Ukraine came to be offered 
(and nearly always sold) on eBay. This is certainly in line with the impressions of some „old“ 
collectors: this area is gaining in interest, and the prices are soaring ... 
 

 

 
Fig. 1: eBay #2003�6527�5600 (bilingual TPO postmark) 

 
This picture postcard of Havasalja was posted in Rahó on April 22, 1940 and was – for whatever 
reason – additionally marked with this station’s mark from the Hungarian State Railways (M. A. 
V.). The curious thing is that the name of the station is bilingual: Hungarian (NAGY TIBAVA) and 
Czech (VELKA TIBÁVÁ). Starting at USD 24,95, the final price was USD 255,00. Can you believe it? 
 

 
Fig. 2: eBay #2003�6760�4214 (bilingual TPO) 

 
Another bilingual TPO mark can be found on the shown picture postcard (fig. 2) from Munkács 
(Mukačevo) which was written a few days after the final occupation of the so-called zone 2 by 
Hungarian forces. The card seems to come from Hankovice [that is Kisanna, a small village near 
Szolyva], carries a mark of the Czech State Railways (C. S. D.) of the station Svalava (= Szolyva) 
of March 17, 1939, and finally the 2f stamp was cancelled in Munkács on March 19, 1939. Starting 
at USD 45,00, this card was sold for USD 122,50. 
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When the Hungarian military forces entered the so-called zone 1 in early November 1938, the 
accompanying postal organization had been well-prepared. The re-annexation of the „rest“ of 
the earlier Kárpátalja in March 1939 (zone 2) on the other hand seems to have been a bit 
haphazard as far as postal matters were concerned. 
 

 
Fig. 3: eBay #2003�6973�3495 (postal agency) 

 
The next piece is a rather shabby motif card, written in Sazdice on December 17, 1927 and going 
to Budapest. The violet mark „Poštovna Sazdice“ means that it comes from a postal agency. But 
where to find it? The answer is the excellent book »České a Slovenské Poštovny« by Petr 
Gebauer, Jozef Tekeľ and Michal Zika (Brno – Bratislava, 2005), entry 2288 on page 580. The 
Hungarian name of this village (691 inhabitants in 1910) was Százd; it does not belong to the 
Carpatho Ukraine but lies in the eastern part of Slovakia. Nevertheless the item went from a 
starting price of USD 17,49 to a final price of USD 180,01 – not bad. 
 

 
Fig. 4: eBay#2003�6759�6415 (postal agency) 

 
In contrast to this fig. 4 shows a mark from a postal agency really in the Carpatho Ukraine. 
Rakasz is also mentioned in Jan Verleg’s monograph (see page 31), was opened in 1909 and 
operated until 1919. It is entry 2557 (Rokosov) on page 608 of the above-mentioned book on 
postal agencies. In this case the mark is on a picture postcard of Beregszász, going from this 
town to Rakasz, i. e. the mark is an arrival mark, dated November 20, 1909. Rakasz had 2943 
(mostly Ruthenian) inhabitants in 1910 and lies between Királyháza and Huszt, north of the river 
Tisza. This piece started at USD 24,49 and went up to USD 122,50. 
 

So watch out for unusual pieces from the area of our common interest! 
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Helmut Kobelbauer 
The Quarantine Station Borsa 
 
Plagues and pestilences were among the foremost dangers of civilized life in the 18th and early 
19th centuries. The growth of economic exchange with the countries in the East and South-East 
of the Habsburg Monarchy came in parallel with the bringing-in of highly infective diseases. In 
the Hungarian part of the Empire the organized combat against these diseases goes back to 1691 
with its „Ordo pestis a Cardinale Comite a Kollonics Conditus“. 
 
In his classical work on „Disinfected Mail“ (Holton/Kansas, 1962), K. F. Meyer presents also a 
copy of the respective Imperial Order of Empress Maria Theresia of 1770: 
 

 
Fig. 1: Excerpt from K. F. Meyer’s book „Disinfected Mail“, vol. 1, p. 35 

 
For us the really interesting part of this Imperial Order is the following clause: 
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„Das Königreich Hungarn besorget durch das Locumtenential-Consilium Regium zu 
Preßburg die Station Borsa in der Marmaros.“ 

 
In English: The Kingdom Hungary through the Locumtenential-Consilium Regium in Pressburg 
takes care of the station Borsa in the Marmarosh. 
 
Two things are relevant here: 

• the responsible governmental department was the „Consilium Regium Locumtenentiale 
Hungaricum“ (this was its official name) in Pressburg, and 

• this was the only quarantine station in Hungary. 
 
Please be aware that the (numerous) stations in Croatia, Slavonia, and Siebenbürgen were not 
considered to belong to the Kingdom of Hungary. 
 
The mentioned Consilium was the governmental body who was responsible for executing all 
Imperial Orders in the (frequent) absence of the Austrian Emperor (or Empress) – the Latin word 
“locumtenens” literally means “who is there in place of”. Its German name was “Königlicher 
Ungarischer Statthalter-Rat”. This body in its official mail was, of course, free of all postal 
charges. 
 

 
Fig. 2: Official letter to the Greek-Catholic Bishop of Munkács in Ungvár, December 1795 

 
The letter shown came from this Consilium – it is marked “Ex off(ici)o” and (to establish the 
claim of free mail) carries the mark “Consilium Locumt(enen)t(ia)le | Hung(ari)cum” in red 
colour. 
 

 
Fig. 2a: The red mark in 1795 (enlarged) 

 
This mark was in use for quite some long time – please see next another official letter, this time 
to the Greek-Catholic bishop of Eperjes, Joseph Gaganecz, from the year 1844: 
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Fig. 3: Official letter to the Greek-Catholic Bishop of Eperjes, May 8, 1844 

 

 
Fig. 3a: The red mark in 1844 (enlarged) 

 
But back to the quarantine station in Borsa: 
 
This town (with 9342 inhabitants in 1910) today lies in Romania and therefore (according to the 
definition of Dr. Simády Bela) does not belong to the Carpatho-Ukraine proper. Borsa lies on the 
western side of the Prislop pass, an ancient way from the South Bukovina into the Eastern parts 
of the Máramaros county and from there either to the upper valleys of the Tisza or southwards 
via Nagybánya (now Baia Mare) down into Siebenbürgen. 
 

 
Fig. 4: From a current road map of Romania – Borsa is 2 cm up here↑ 
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If you go down from Borsa along the river Vişeul, you come to Vişeu de Sus which is the Roman-
ian name for Felsıvisó, and if you continue, you end up in Rona de Sus (Felsıróna) and then in 
Sighetu-MarmaŃiei (Máramarossziget). Just a few kilometres north of the road 18 is the bend of 
the river Tisa/Tisza with the “Jagdschloss” of Prince Rudolph mentioned in the »Sub-Carpathian 
Messenger« #3 (“But where is TISZALONKA ?”) — do you remember ? 
 
The Prislop pass is 1414 metres high and therefore in olden times was usable only under favour-
able weather conditions. During WWI it had its short period of prominence when Russian troops 
threatened to sneak through along the Upper (Black) Tisza and break into Siebenbürgen, and 
Oberst Eduard Fischer in early October 1914 under rather harsh conditions made a forced 
crossing with his Gendarmerie troops (including a few Huculs as sharp-shootists) from the 
Bukovina. 
 

 
Fig. 5: From the book of Eduard Fischer: »Krieg ohne Heer« 

(Vienna, 1935), picture facing page 152 
 
Later a narrow-track railway was built along this road – the troops’ mark of the “Prislop-Bahn” is 
a reminder of the short-lived activity in this remote area. 
 

 
Fig. 6: Picture postcard of Borsa as field post card with violet troops’ mark 

“K. u. K. KOMMANDO DER PRISLOP BAHN *”, FPO 165, March 15, 1917 
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Fig. 7: View of Borsa (around 1910) 

 
In 1770 the Bukovina was still property of the Ottoman Empire although temporarily under Russ-
ian military occupation and/or influence. The later Austrian Emperor Joseph II. in consensus 
with his mother Maria Theresia bought this stretch of land from the Ottomans in Constantinople 
only in 1775. His motivation was basically to get a safe passage from Siebenbürgen to Galicia 
after the first parting of Poland in 1772. (For details, the book “Bukowina-Melange” by the Swiss 
author Peter R. Elbau is highly recommended.) Therefore Borsa made sense as the location of a 
“Contumaz Station” (quarantine station) in 1770 and the subsequent years, at least until 1775. 
 
This is confirmed by the respective entry in one of the oldest places lexica for Hungary, i. e. 
Johann Matthias Korabinsky’s »Geographisch=Historisches und Produkten Lexikon von Ungarn, in 
welchem die vorzüglichsten Oerter des Landes in alphabetischer Ordnung angegeben, ihre Lage 
bestimmt, und mit kurzen Nachrichten, die im gesellschaftlichen Umgange angenehm und 
nützlich sind, vorgestellet werden. Mit einer Postkarte, durch deren Beyhilfe man sich einen 
vollständigen Ideal=Atlaß dieses Reichs selbst entwerfen kann« (Pressburg, 1786). On page 69 we 
find: 
 

Borscha, ein wallach. großes Dorf, welches zerstreut aber volkreich ist, im 
Marmaruscher Kom. 3½ M[eilen] von Dragomér am Einfluß der Cschischla in den 
Wischo. Es ist allhier der Hauptpaß in die Bukowina, durch welchen aber nicht 
anders, als mit Saum= und Tragpferden zu kommen ist. Ein Filialdreyßigst. Das 
allhiesige Kontumazhaus ist bey Besitznehmung der Bukowina aufgehoben und auf 
die neuen Gränzen hingestellet worden. Die Einwohner so meistens von Adel sind, 
nähren sich von der Viehzucht und vom Flößenbau. 

 
This indicates that the quarantine station in Borsa was closed when the Bukovina came into the 
possession of the Habsburg Monarchy. Therefore any postal (or other) trace of this quarantine 
station would have to come from these very few years. In my discussions with Fritz Puschmann, 
the prominent Austrian expert for pre-philatelic mail, he mentioned letters from the Bukovina to 
Galicia which carry traces of being disinfected and which may have gone through Borsa. 
 
The next information on Borsa that I am aware of is in »Topographisches Post=Lexikon aller Ort-
schaften der k. k. Erbländer« by Christian Crusius (Vienna, 1804), where in the part dealing with 
Hungary, volume I, on pages 300/301 we find: 
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Borso oder Borze, Ung. jens. der Theyß, Marmarosch. Gespann. Ob. Bzk. Ein adel. 
wallach. Dorf, mit 2 griech. kathol. Pfarren, 4 in dem daßigen Gebirge befindl. 
Sauerbrunnen, und einer königl. Goldgrube, liegt am Fuße d. Berges Pietros, an der 
Siebenbürg. u. Bukowin. Gränze, 12 St. v. Szigeth. 

  
This entry, about twenty years later, doesn’t mention the quarantine station anymore; so we 
may assume that the closing of this station had been permanent. 
 
 

 
Fig. 8: A current picture of the Prislop pass (from wikipedia with thanks) 

 
 

 
Fig. 9: The pass has grown two metres higher in Romanian times … 

(Copied with heartful thanks from geo-reisecommunity.de) 
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Martin Jurkovič 
PĚŠÍ PLUK 45 “RUMUNSKÝ” and Czechoslovak money orders from several 
days close to the mobilization in the year 1938 
 
I have some remarks to the articles in numbers 2 and 5 about PĚŠÍ PLUK 45 “RUMUNSKÝ” by 
Helmut Kobelbauer and Juan E. Page. 
 
First check the money order that was sent 21.IX.38 from “VÝLOK | * ВѢЛОК * | a”, with the 
hand metal mark 7/84, i.e. 7 for Carpatho–Ukraine and 84 for VÝLOK, and arrived 22.IX.38 at 
“CHUST | * ХУСТ * | b”, adressed to 2nd Company of the 45th Infantry Regiment one day before 
the beginning of the Czechoslovak mobilization. 
 

                       
Picture 1 side A      Picture 1 side B  

 
As picture 1 only shows part of the money order, we do not have a complete view, but we can 
see in handwriting the address „2. /45. roty“ and on the other side the violet rubber  cancel 
“RUMUNSKÝ” (size 44x5 mm). It seems that on 23.IX.1938 the 2nd Company of the 45th Infantry 
Regiment was located in CHUST. 
 
Then there are other money orders from the same time through which money was sent to other 
places of the Carpatho-Ukraine and south-eastern part of Slovakia. 
 
For example see the money order sent 20.IX.38 from “VÝLOK | * ВѢЛОК * | a” with the hand 
metal mark 7/84 and arrived 21.IX.38 to “ŤAČOVO | * ТЯЧОВО * | a”. 
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Picture 2 side A      Picture 2 side B 

  

As you see in picture 2 (side B) the receiver has not been present so the post office crossed out 
the payout mark and added in handwriting the remark „mimo“ – abroad. And probably the post 
office in ŤAČOVO sent the money back to the post office in VÝLOK. 
 
Money order sent 19.X.38 from “VÝLOK | * ВѢЛОК * | a”, with the hand metal mark 7/84 and 
arrived 21.IX.38 to “NERESNICE | * НЕРЕСНИЦЯ * | a”. 
 

                      
Picture 3 side A      Picture 3 side B 
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Another money order was sent 19.X.38 from “VÝLOK | * ВѢЛОК * | a” with hand metal mark 
7/84 and arrived 21.IX.38 to “TREBIŠOV | * * * | a”. 
 

                     
Picture 4 side A      Picture 4 side B 

 
As we can see, all money orders show that not a lot of money was sent. In all examples the 1 Kč 
stamp is used, i. e. covering the fee for a value up to 100 Kč. For payment transaction the civil 
mail system was used to transfer money to soldiers or military units. 
  
The official postal rates for domestic moneys order in autum 1938 until March 15th, 1939 can be 
seen on picture 3 (side A) as the following: 
 
 

Value up to Rate (in Kč) 
  
100 Kč 1.00 
200 Kč 1.50 
400 Kč 2.00 
600 Kč 2.50 
800 Kč 3.00 
1000 Kč 3.00 
  
Per additional 200 Kč + 0.50 Kč 

 

 
Therefore I put the question whether some military unit was located in VÝLOK/ВѢЛОК or in its 
close neighbourhood in the autumn 1938 which paid maybe for travelling service costs or acted 
as an accountability center. 
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Alex Popovych and Helmut Kobelbauer 
From „Gróf Schönborn“ to the Sanatorium „КАРПАТИ“ 
 
The noble family „von Schönborn“, originally from the Rheingau and Taunus regions in mid 
Germany, since the 12th century served the Roman-Catholic Church and their Emperors in impor-
tant political and ecclesiastical functions. (One of the late descendants from this family is now 
Archbishop in Vienna.) 
 
Lothar Franz von Schönborn (1655 – 1729) had first considered 
emigration possibilities for peasants and manual workers from 
Würzburg and Bamberg to what then was called „Oberungarn“ 
(Upper Hungary). His death in 1729 interrupted these plans but his 
nephew and heir, Graf Friedrich Carl von Schönborn (1674 – 1746), 
Fürstbischof of Bamberg and Würzburg, continued to ask permis-
sion for this initiative, and in the summer of 1730 a group of 199 
persons was brought to and settled on Schönborn’s property in 
Szent Miklós near Munkács. These immigrants were called 
„Schönborn-Franken“ because of their origin. Further groups came 
in the years 1731 to 1733, plus other individuals and families in a 
continuous trickle up to about 1755. A more detailed description of 
this population movement can be found under the Web address 
http://www.historisches-franken.de/auswanderer6/. 
 
This was neither the first nor the last wave of German immigrants to what we now consider as 
the Sub-Carpathians but it certainly was the largest. All in all some 700 people fled their 
miserable living conditions in Southern Germany and settled over especially to Munkács and 
Beregszász and some villages nearby. Old place names like Unterschönborn, Pausching, Ober-
schönborn, Mädchendorf, Birkendorf, Deutsch Kutschowa tell of this time. The original in-
habitants, Ruthenes and Vlachs, had left these villages in the terrible years of the fights first 
with the Turkish invaders of Hungary and then between the Habsburg dynasty and the Rákoczy 
„rebels“. 
 

 
Fig. 1: Cover of a letter to the „Schönbornische Herrschaft“ in Munkács (1831) 
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Fig. 2: Entrance to the Gróf Schönborn Castle in Munkács 

 
 
Between 1890 and 1895 the Schönborns had a hunting lodge built near Szent Miklós (today 
Чинадіево - Chynadievo) and gave it the name „Beregvár“, i. e. castle in the Bereg County. 
 

 
Fig. 3: The castle Beregvár and its surroundings 

 
After 1944, when the Podkarpatská Rus was passed over from the Czechoslovak Republic to the 
Soviet Union, this castle was, of course, nationalized and became a sanatorium. 
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Fig. 4: Postcard with a view of the Sanatorium „КАРПАТЫ“ (1962) 

 

 
Fig. 5: Reverse with the special post office mark of the sanatorium (June 9, 1965) 

 

 
Fig. 5b: Text in Russian and in Ukrainian 
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Within the context of the Soviet Union the Transcarpathian region had two major functions: as a 
gateway into the Hungarian plain (which explains the many military installations) and as a 
backwater area for health and recuperation. We can at least demonstrate the second aspect: 

 

 
Fig. 6: Map of natural preserves and health institutions (including sanatoriums) from 1982. 

From »ИСТОРИЯ ГОРОДОВ И СЕЛ УКРАИНСКОЙ ССР – Закарпатская область«, p. 78 
 

And even the products from the Schönborn possessions have played a role during these turbulent 
times: See below the sticker of one of the beers from the Transcarpathian region: 

 

 
Fig. 7: The famous „Kárpát“ beer from the Schönborn brewery 
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Jan Verleg 
The field post of the Red Army during the Carpathian campaign of 
October 1944 
 
When trying to get a picture of what happened during the advance of the Red Army in 1944, 
when the area we focus on was liberated, I could only find two sources providing me with in-
formation on which this article is based: 
 

1) A map taken from a book published in 1982 in Kiev by the Historical Institute of the 
National Academy of Sciences, titled “History of towns and villages of the Ukrainian SSR  
(Transcarpathian county)” and written in the Russian language; 

2) the 1st booklet out of a series of 6 written by Lajos Horváth titled “Postal history of 
           Kárpátalja”. These booklets are written in the Hungarian language. 
 
Upon comparing both publications some differences were found mainly in the dates that are 
stated  for the start of military operations and the liberation of towns and villages. 
 
                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
The Russian text of the original map is replaced by an English translation. A fair number of the 
names of villages and towns have been replaced by the former Hungarian names for two reasons: 
  

1) These names are familiar to most of us 
2) Lajos Horváth uses these names in his publication and using same names avoids 

misunderstanding when comparing data. 
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Translated from Hungarian into English, the article of Lajos Horváth reads as follows: 
 

On the 27th of September 1944 the 17th Rifle corps, belonging to the 
18th Army of the 4th Ukrainian Front crossed the Tatar pass and 
started the liberation of the Transcarpathian region. The 
commander of the 4th Ukrainian Front was General Petrov. On 
September 28 the front reached the area of the  “Fekete Tisza” 
(Black Tisza river) and the surroundings of  Jasina. The 8th division 
of the 17th Rifle corps withdrew along the Tisza valley to Galicia. 
The 138th Rifle division passed Jasina at the east and advanced 
along the Lazescina valley to the south in the direction of Rachov. 
It reached the following towns and villages at the dates specified: 
 
Tiszabogdány*)     15-10-1944 
 
Rahó**) and Tiszaborkut*)    16-10-1944 
 
Alsóverecke**), Barnabás***), Csontos**), Felsıverecke***), 
Hajasd**), Kırösmezı**), Malomrét***), Nagybocskó**)   
and Trebusafejérpatak**):    17-10-1944 
 

Aknaszlatina**), Felsıszinevér***), Frigyesfalva*), Gyertyánliget*), Iszka*), 
Középapsa*), Majdánka*), Toronya*) and Volóc**):     18-10-1944 

 
Alsóapsa***), Alsóneresznice*), Dombo*), Királymezı*) and Zsdenyova*)  
A Hungarian Army Unit however was able to recapture Csontos    20-10-1944 
 
Alsószinevér*), Bustyaháza*), Felsıneresznice***), Irhóc*), Kökényes*), 
Ökörmezı**), Taracköz**), Técsı**), Visk*) and Vucskómezı***):    22-10-1944 
  
Alsóbisztra***), Alsókalocsa***), Alsoszelistye***), Berezna***), Csománfalva***), 
Drágabártfalva***), Herincse*), Husztsófalva***), Kövesliget*), Remetevasgyár**),  
Száldobos***), Szeklence*), Szobránc**) and Talaborfalu*):    23-10-1944 
 
Alsókarszló***), Bilke**), Bród*), Csontos*) (again taken by the Soviet Army), Dolha**), 
Duszina***), Fancsika***), Feketeardó*), Felsıveresmart*), Hársfalva***), Galambos***), Huszt*), 
Ilonca*), Ilosva**), Kerecke,*) Királyháza**)Kovácsrét*), Magyarkomját*),  
Nagyrákóc***), Nagyszöllıs**), Nevetlenfalu***), Polena,**) Rakasz***), Szolyva**), 
Szıllısegres***), Szıllısgyula***), Takcsány**) and Tekeháza***)    24-10-1944 
 

Beregkisalmás*), Beregkövesd*), Beregleányfalva*), Felsıkerepec***), Hátmag*), Lipcse*),  
Havasköz*), Nagypalád*), Paszika***), Podhering***), Poroskó*), Sóslak***), Szentmiklós*),  
Tiszapéterfalva*), Tiszaújhely***), Tiszaújlak**) and Turjabisztra*)   25-10-1944 
 
Bercsényifalu*), Beregrákos*), Beregszász*), Beregújfalu***), Sohát*), Dercen***), 
Drugetháza***), Felsıviznice***), Fenyvesvölgy*), Gorond*), Beregsárrét*), 
Kisberezna*), Mezıterebes*), Munkács*), Nagyberezna**), Nagypolány*), Oroszvég*), 
Salánk***), Tiszaásvány***), Tiszasalamon***), Turjaremete**), 
Várpalánka*) and Verbıc***)         26-10-1944 
 
Antalóc*), Bacsava***), Barkaszó*), Csongor***), Gát*), Horlyó***), Ignéc***), Kisluboka***), 
Klenova*), Korláthelmec*), Makkosjánosi***), Nagybereg*), Nagydobrony*), 
Nagylucska*), Nevicke***), Perecseny**), Rafajnaújfalu***), Szerednye**), 
Ungdaróc***) and Utcás*)         27-10-1944 
 

Ivan Yefimovich Petrov 
* 18-09-1896 Trubchevsk 
† 07-04-1958 Moscow 
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Bátyu**), Bene***), Beregdaróc***), Beregdéda***), Beregsom*), Bótrágy***), Csap**),  
Eszeny*), Gálocs***) (recaptured by the Hungarian Army), Macsola*), Mezıkaszony**), 
Nagybégány*), Nagygejıc*), Nagyborozsva***), Nagymuzsaly**), Szürte*), Ublya*), 
Ungtarnóc*), Ungvár*) and Vári*)       28-10-1944 
 
Alsóhunkóc***), Bezı*), Jenke*) and Karcsava***)     29-10-1944 
 
Ungtarnóc*) recaptured by the Hungarian Army     30-10-1944  
 
Gálocs***) and Ungtarnóc*) again liberated by the Soviet Army   21-11-1944 
 
*) post office 
**) post office with telegraph facilities 
***) postal agency 
 

So far the relevant part of the article by Lajos Horváth. 
 

When comparing the dates stated in the Soviet map with the dates mentioned in the above 
article, the first thing that strikes the eye is that according to the map the Soviet advance 
started not only at the Tatar pass (also referred to as the Jablonitsa pass) but simultaneously at 
the Uszok and Verecke passes at 30-09-1944 where Horváth mentiones 27-09-1944. Also there 
are discrepancies in the dates of liberation of towns or villages mentioned in the map and stated 
by Horváth. Most probably the source on which the article of Mr. Horváth is based is a Hungarian 
one whilst the map originates from Soviet sources. Some more investigations need to be 
undertaken but this may be a start for further discussion. 
 
As mentioned before, the Hungarian forces in Carpatho Ukraine were defeated by the forces of 
the 4th Ukrainian Front on their way to Budapest (via the Tatar pass) and Prague (via the Uszok 
pass). The 4th Ukrainian Front was a large unit of the Red Army comparable with an Army group 
of the Western Allies.   
           

 

 

 

 

         Banner of the 4th Ukrainian Front 
         as kept in a Moscow museum 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Postal historical evidence of the presence of the Red Army in Carpatho Ukraine: 
 
It was forbidden to mention any dates or places from where a letter was sent in the soldiers’ 
correspondence, also the unit numbers were not included in the date stamps of the field post. 
The reason was that by this measure the Red Army tried to prevent the enemy to obtain any 
information about the position of their troops in case military correspondence was captured. The 
only information a soldier was allowed to mention on the cover was his unit number. 
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Some information on the regulations of the Soviet field post during WWII can be obtained from 
volume 2 of the series “Forschungsberichte der Philatelistischen Arbeitsgemeinschaft Russ-
land/UdSSR”, issued by the German Society for Russland/UdSSR Philately in October 2003. The 
title of this volume is “Feldpostbestimmungen und Feldpostnummern der Roten Armee ab 
1. 4. 1943“ (Field post regulations and Field post numbers of the Red Army from 01-04-1943 
onwards). 
 
The absence of any indication from where a field post cover was posted makes it very difficult to 
trace from where a letter is sent. One needs to know which unit took part of a certain military 
operation and which unit number was used by them. This information is almost impossible to 
obtain. There is however another possibility to trace from where the correspondence is sent. 
Letters are censored and the censor sometimes used an additional marking in which the place 
was mentioned where they operated. 
 
Below two such covers are pictured: 
  
 

 

              

 

 

                      

 

 

 
 
 
  
 

 

 

 

Soviet field post cover sent on 01-04-1945 and received on 02-05-1945 
The  triangular marking with the Cyrillic letters Х.П.П. means Chust Field Post   
Х = ХУСТ  (Khust = Chust = Huszt)    П.П. = ПОЛЕВАЯ ПОЧТА = Field Post  

The letter is censored by the military censor 08147 
The unit the Soldier belonged to is 33073  

 

 

Soviet field post cover sent on 24-06-1945 from Uzhgorod 
to Chulkovo (district Vatchskij, region Gorkov)           

The one line marking at the rear means Field Post Uzhgorod 
The 3 lines marking reads “Просмотрено военной цензурой” = censored by military censor 21870 

П.П. = ПОЛЕВАЯ ПОЧТА = Field Post           УЖГОРОЛ = Uzhgorod = Užhorod = Ungvár  

The number 14033 at the top of the front is the unit number of the soldier 
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In memory of Vladimír Markus: His last published article 
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This interesting article has reached us through Savoy Horvath (thanks !), who translated it from 
the MERKUR Revue 5/2005. It was published in the May/June 2006 number of the US journal 
 

 


